We use low-resolution,broadbandoptical spectroscopyand high-resolution X-ray imaging to continue the study of X-ray sources in a portion of the Orion star-formation region about 1°s outhof the Trapezium. We identifyten new optical counterparts. At least eight and perhaps all are pre-main sequenceemission-line stars. The Ha emission is variable in some of the stars. The observationssupportthe hypothesisthat the OrionPMS stars which are strong X-ray sources have Ha emission that may not be detected at a given epoch because of variability. M and K emission-line PMS stars obey the empirical relationship, Lx (ergs S-l) = 1.9 x 1019 LM0.3S.The average value of the ratio L~LM for these stars is 5.2 x 10-3. We also detect X-rays from an ensembleof opticallyfainter emission-line stars. These dimmer stars have an average LJLbd that is a factor of 12 lower than the individually detected sources. The X-ray observations continue to show that the inventoryof X-ray sourcesat our detectionlimit stays almost constant over a period ofs 10years. The probability that a star is flaring in X-rays at a given time is constrained to be < lo%. 
sequence--X-riiys: stars I 1. INTRODUCTION Stellar sourcesin the Orion star-formationregion have been the subject of a number of Xray imaging studies (Ku & Chanan 1979 , Pravdo & Marshall 1981 , Ku et al. 1982 , Pravdo & Angelini 1993 . The majority of the X-ray-emitting sources are pre-main sequence (PMS) stars and their X-ray emissions are factors of I&-l@ larger than main sequence stars of the corresponding spectral types (@. Barbera et al. 1993) . In this paper we continue our study of a region in Orion located about 1°south of the Trapezium in the L1641 molecular cloud.
The source of X-rays from PMS stars is of continuing interest. It is not clear why some PMS stars are strong X-ray sources while others nearby are not detected. Are optical emissionIine (ePMS)stars preferentially X-ray strong? PA found that 8 of the 19 X-ray sources in their field were ePMS stars. These 8 were among the 15 optically brightest ePMS stars in the field.
Short-term X-ray intensity variability is present in some PMS sources (e.g. Feigelson 1984) . However, the X-ray morphology in the field discussed herein, has remained remarkably unchanged over a period of ten years (PA). Out observations of intensity stability put limits on the occurrence rates of flares.
We use improvedanalysistechniquesto detect other X-ray sources in the edges of the field described in PA. In addition, we analyze and compare a subsequent X-ray observation of the field. Also we use optical spectroscopy to characterize the stars that were identified as X-ray counterparts but had not been spectrally typed. Finally, we obtain an estimate of the X-ray luminosity of optically fainter ePMS stars. We discuss in this paper both optical and X-ray observations to further understanding of X-ray emission from ePMS stars.
OBSERVATIONS
We used a CCD camera (McCarthy 1990 ) mounted on the Palomar 60-inch telescope for low resolution (=7~pixel), broad-band (a3000~) spectroscopy of the optical counterparts to ROSATX-ray sources. These sourceshad been detectedand identified with the High Resolution Imager (HRI) which provided positions accurate to 3.6 arcsec (PA). The optical observations were performed on the nights of December [21] [22] [23] 1993 . The conditions were not photometric and the seeingwas estimatedto be no better than 1.5 arcsec. We used a large slit (4.6 arcsec) and estimate that the fluxes determined using standard star calibrations are accurate to about 50%. Table 1 shows the observed stars and the observation times. ; 5 36 31.49 ; -6 41 13.3~1800
I
The positionsgiven above are taken from Andrews (1981) for A6013, A5353, V988 Ori = A5402, V823 Ori = A4822, and A4815; the Guide Star Catalog (1989) for P2300 and NW of P1792; Wouterloot & Brand (1992; WB) for V942 0ri5; and the X-ray position (PA) for P2188.
The X-ray observations were performed with the ROSAT HRI (Zombeck et al. 1990 ), Since the work described in PA we have used an improved understanding of the HRI off-axis point-spread function (PSF) to detect and bate several additional X-ray sources in the edges of the field. We have also analyzed a follow-up HRI observation that was taken about a year later, 14March 1992, with a pointingdirection offset by 10 arcminutes. Many of the sources detected in the first observation were also detected in the second observation, although the effective observing time decreased from 11207 to 4760 s. Several new sources were detected in the part of the field not covered in the first observation.
we use extensivelythe optical positions of Andrews (1981) and Wouterloot & Brand (1992; WB) . We find,however,when we compare the positions of the same 15 stars in the two references,there is a offset of 0.25 seconds of Right Ascensionand 9.49 arcsec of Declinationin the sense that WB positionsare systematicallyfhrther west and north. Checkingwith other references(e.g. Herbig & Bell 1988) confirms that the Andrew's positions are more consistent. Therefore we correct the WB positions by these offsets. 
RESULTS

Optical Spectroscopy
Figures 1 and 2 show the calibrated spectra for the identified optical counterparts to the ROSAT sources. Table 2 summarizes the spectroscopy results. We identifj A6013, V942 Ori, V823 Ori, andA4815 as ePMS stars based upon their Ha emission, locationin a star-formationregion, X-ray emission,and absolute magnitudes larger than main sequence dwarfs. The Ha equivalent widths are derived from polynomial fits to the continua and Gaussian lines, a model appropriate for this resolution. For P2188 and P2300 (Figures 2a and 2b) we find upper limits to Ha absorption. These imply that the stars are also PMS albeit with absorption lines filled in by emission (e.g. Bertout & Basri 1991) . Figure 2C shows the spectrum we obtained for A5353 which we identify with source 17 of Pravdo & Marshall (1981) . Strom et aZ.(1990; S90) assign A5353 a spectral type of G8ea with 0.2~Ha E.W. Our spectrum appears significantly later than this, and we only find an upper limit to an absorption feature. V988 Ori which is source 20 of Pravdo & Marshall (1981) is typed by S90 as M4e with 4.8A Ha E.W. We find a similar type (Figure 2d ) but only an upper limit to Ha emission.
"5 I Three observationsof V942 Ori are listed separately since the Ha emission is observed to be variable. Observations 1 (Figure 3a ) and 2 ( Figure 3b) show an emission line that either disappearsor is overlaidby an abso@ion fmture in observation3 (Figure 3c ). More surprisingly, the central wavelengthof the emission line shifts from 6551*4 to 6570*6~(-870t450 km S-l) betweenobservations1 and 2, taken less than 0.5 h apart. To test the wavelength calibration we examinedthe Ha backgroundlinesin nearby areas of the CCD for both observations. We found central wavelengthsof 6564*1 and 6565t 1~for observations 1 and 2, respectively. Thus the variability is attributed to V942 Ori.
We were unable to identi~the opticalcounterpartof the ROSAT source "NW of P1792.w The dimmer NW neighborof P1792 is not apparent on the available images, nor could we isolate it spectroscopically using a 1.3 arcsec slit. We did verify the presence of such a source by the variationsof the optical spectrum with different slit positions near P1792. In the SE position the spectrumis K-star-like,while in the NW positionthe spectrumlooked A-star-like. This compares with the B8-9 spectral type measured by S90. The large ratio of the brightness of P1792 to its neighbor and the pointing uncertainties make it impractical for us to determine a difference spectrum.
3.2 X-ray Imaging
Recalculationof the Source Intensities in the March 1991 observation
The sourceintensities and SNR for 1991 are recalculated using a new model for the PSF (Davidet aZ.1994). Intensitiesincreaseby fhctorsof 1.0-1.4 in all cases except for P2014 which was at the edge of the analyzedfield. In that case the factor is 2.2. The new luminosities for the 9 sources that were not reobserved or detected one year later are given in Table 3 . As before, the X-ray luminosities are derived assuming thermal spectra with T = 107K and corrected with the Avvalues taken from Strom et al. (1990) or estimated from nearby stars with knownabsorption. A new opticalidentificationof the X-ray source NW of P2324 is WB33, an emission-line star from WB.
New Sources in Observation of March 1991
Five additional sources were detected in the edges of the field described in PA using improved knowledge of the off-axis HRI PSF (David et al. 1994) . Table 4 lists The prior X-ray observationsand sourcenumbersare from Pravdo & Marshall (1981; PM) and Strom et uZ.(1990; S) . The optical-X-ray position offsets are calculated after correet.ingthe observed X-ray declinations by -4'!4as found in PA. After reanalysis the small R.A. scale change in PA is not necessary. The offsets average 5!6 or about 50% larger than that for the centralregions of the field. This follows from the increased uncertainty in the X-ray positions at the edge of field due to the broader PSF.
Sources Re-observed with ROSAT
One year after the observationsdiscussed in PA the field was reobserved by ROSAT with a position offset by 10 arcmin. Because of the large overlap of the ROSAT fields from PA and the 1992observation, many of the same sources were detected. Table 5 compares these sources in the two observations. I __ ................................................................... ........................................................................................ .!............:.. ........... 7 : --........................................................................................................................................... .................... +............:..... ........ ...................................................................................................................!.... ................................... .:............:............. Two sources have large offsets between the optical and X-ray positions. For A4430 the identification is tentative. For BF Ori there are two effects that result in the offset. First, BF Ori is located near the edge of the field of view where the PSF is broad. Second, the stronger sourceV865 Ori is so close to BF Ori that its broad PSF interferes with an accurate determination of either the position or intensity of the weaker source. Nevertheless, the data show another source near V865 Ori that we identify with BF Ori based upon the absence of other optical candidates and that it, like V380 Ori, is a Herbig Ae star. In the prior lower resolution X-ray observation (Pravdo & Marshall 1981 ) these sources could not be separated. The Av values are taken from Cohen & Kuhi (1979) for BF Ori, Strom et al. (1990) for V865 Ori, or estimated from that of nearby stars. The SNRvalues are again lower than those in the central field regions because of the broad PSF for these edge-of-field sources.
Other Emission-line and Non-emission-line Stars in the Field
We compiledtwo lists of 18 stars each located in the central region of the field observed in the longer exposure of 1991. We then collected the total counts from a number of pixels matchedto the PSF and mntered at the locations of the stars. Table 7 shows the results from the first list which is taken from the emission-line stars of WB. The net summed intensity from these positions is (2.39*0.78) x 10-3cts S-lafter average field background subtraction. This corresponds to an average intensity of (1.33~0.43) x 104 cts S-l per source, or an average source luminosity (Av = O) of 2.6 x 1029ergs S-l.
The secondlist is taken fkomthe Andrews (1979) catalog. These stars are not detectkd as emission-line stars by WB. The results are shown in Table 8 . The net summed intensity from these positions is (1.70~0.77) x 10-3cts s-l after average field background subtraction. This corresponds to an average intensity of (9.5+4.3) x 10-5cts S-lper source, or an average source luminosity (AV= O)of 1.9 x 10Nergs s-l. ................................... ............................ .......................................................................  A6005 ! 14,35~4  ; 576  ............................ ..................................... ............................................................... ............................................................... .................................................+.......... ......................................... ..........................  A5368! 1242 ' 1~784  ............................................ .......+..... ...... 
Emission-line PM Stars
Our results point towards the correlation between ePMS stars and strong X-ray sources. This was true for the brightest ePMS stars in the field (PA) and is now shown to be true for the dimmer stars. Most, and perhapsall, of the previously unidentified X-ray sources in this field are ePMS stars. The eight new identifications in this category are V942 Ori, A6013, V823 Ori, A4815, WB33, WB41, WB57, and WB75. BF Ori is a probablesourcebut requires confirmation. The similarity in the optical spectra of P2188, P2300, and A5353 (Figure 2a-c) suggest that the first two may be weak ePMS, as is the last. Table 9 summarizes the properties of the known ePMS stars in the field. We include P2188, P2300, and P2127 (Brand & Wouterloot 1992 ergs s-') !ergs s-')  ..................................................................................... ...................... ........... Figure 4 plots Lxvs. & for the ePMS stars. They have 10-l@ times higher L~M than main sequence M and K stars (Barbera et al. 1993) . The crosses refer to stars with Ha E.W. z 10~. Figure 5 showsa histogramof this ratio for the ePMS stars. The average value is 5.2 x 10-3. Note that for stars which are known or suspected to have infrared excesses--NT Ori (S90); TW, V989, V577, BF, and V380 Ori (Pravdo and Chester 1987) --the LM are doubled to approximately account for this emission (e.g. S90). The diagonal line on the plot is the linear regression fit to the data. This line is a representation of the empirical relationship Lx(ergs s-l) = 1.9 x 1019 LM0.35.
Dimmer ePMS stars are detected in X-rays via their summed emission (Section 3.2.5). Their average derived luminosity is 2.6x 1029ergs s-lfor Av = O. If we assume an average Av = 0.5 for stars in this field (e.g. Cohen & Kuhi 1979) , Lx = 5.2 X1029 ergs S-l. However, applying the above empirical relationship to Lbd on these stzq (with mean Av = 0.5 and bolometric correction = -1.0) predicts an average Lx = 6.4 x I@" ergs s-l. Thus the dimmer ePMS stars am a fwtor of 12 underluminousin X-rays comparedto the individually detected stars. This is not surprising considering the spread in Lxvalues for the detected stars. L~M for the average values of the dimmer ePMS stars is 3.1 x 104.
The control group of non-emission-line stars (Table 8 ) also shows evidence for emission (2.20) at about 0.7 the level of the dimmer ePMS stars group. Note that the average optical luminosityof these stars is about 15 times higher than that of the known emission-line stars. The non-emissionline group may consist of non-ePMS stars. If so, this supports the suggestion that ePMS stars are preferentially stronger X-ray sources relative to their optical luminosities. Non -ePMS stars maybe like HD37091, a detected non-emission line star in this field (PA) with z10 timeslowerL.. than its neighborP2188 (16" separation),identified herein as a probable ePMS.
T Tauri Stars
The ePMS stars fall into the categories of classical T Tauri stars (CITS) or weak-lined T Tauri stars (WTTS). Although there is no sharp cutoff between the two (e.g. Appenzeller & Mundt 1989) , one dividing line has been that CTTS have Ha E.W. > 5-10~. For the 21 stars in Table 9 , nine have Ha E.W. < 5~Ha, three have 5A s Ha E.W. < 10~, and nine have Ha E. W. z 10~. By this criterion the ratio of WITS to CTTS in this field is about 1. Figure 4 shows no difference in the L~bd for the CTTS (crosses) and the W1'TS (squares).
C'ITS also have infkared and UV excesses (e.g. Bertout 1989 ). V989 Ori has attributes of both categories: WB classifj it as M4 with 0.86~E. W., but there is evidence for an infrared excess since it maybe associated with an IRAS source (l%avdo& Chester 1987).
Ha Line Emission
Our optical observations have used Ha emission as one diagnostic for the ePMS nature of the stars. Models of Ha line formation from disk winds (Calvet ef al. 1992) and from infalling envelopes (Calvet and Hartmann 1992) have had some success in explaining the high resolutionobservationsof Ha emission in T Tauri stars (Finkenzeller & Basri 1987 , Edwards et al. 1987 We find that the Ha line emission from at least someePMS X-ray stars shows variability. V988 Ori, for example, had significantlylower (or no) Ha emission in our observation compared to the result of S90. A more dramatic result, is the change in the line center observed in V942 Ori over less than 0.5 hour. Some T Tauri stars show variations in their emission lines on 10-minutetime scales (e.g. Appenzeller & Mundt 1989) but ususally in lines other than Ha (Mundt & Giampapa 1982 , Guenther & Hessman 1993 . While difficult, it would be revealing to perform simultaneousobservationsof X-ray and optical line emission to search for a connection bemeen the stellaractivities(eg. variationsin magneticfields or the rate of infalling material) that could be common to both emssions.
X-ray Mophology and Flaring
As pointed out in PA the X-ray morphology of this field remained unchanged over about 10 years. By reobse~ing much of the field one year later with the same instrument we are able to elifite any detector-dependent differences (other than a small gain drift) in the comparison between the two epochs. Of the nineteen sources reported in PA, ten are detected in 1992 with comparable intensities (Table 5 ). Six of the remaining sources were near or off the edge of the 1992 field, and the other three sources were the weakest 1991 detections. The 1991 off-axis sources were also weak and three of five were off the edge of the 1992 field. The fact that the 1992 observing time was only 0.42 of the earlier observing time contributed to these nondetections. Of the new sourcesdetectedin 1992only WB57and WB41 might have been detected, again on the edge of the 1991 field.
The two sourceswith the largest apparentluminositychanges(asidefrom P2127 which was on the edge of the secondfield) are HD 37091and P2335. The luminosityof HD 37091 is more uncertain than the formal errors would indicate in the shorter observation because of its proximity (16") to the stronger source P2188. P2335 also has a relatively small SNR in the second observation. In fact, we find that the ratio of luminosities in the two observations approaches one, as the SNR in the second observation improves. Thus, there is little evidence in these data for source variability on a one-year or a ten-year (PA) time scale.
The observed stability constrains the flare frequency and implies that flares do not significantlycontributeto the X-ray luminosity . Feigelson (1994) suggests that 1% of such stars have powerful flares with luminosity up to 103tergs s-l on time scales of minutes to hours in typicalobservations. For a "unit"observationtime of -5000 s, we have at least four observations of the 10 sourcesin the center of this field. For a 10% chance for a flare at any given time, then there is only a 1% probabilitythat we could make four observations of 10 sources and not see one flare. For a flare chance of 5%, the probability to observe no flares is 13%. Repeated observationsof fields suchas this will give us the ability to further constrain the flare frequency.
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